From bubble chamber experiments it is knm-m that ka.ons are seldom absorbed by bydrogen in bydroca.rbons. Heasurements on negative kaons stopped in liquid propane shm-red that 0.032 of the kaons rea.cted -vrith free protons. ( 2 ) Therefore, i·Je might expect that the hadronic atom x-ray intensity of elements combined with H would be reduced by only a fev.r percent.
In e:x:peri;nents at the Bevatron vie compared the kaonic x-ray intensities of NaH to Na and CaH 2 to Ca. \-Je had previouEly ') -_;- Table I and a plot of the ratios I ( ZHm) /I ( Z) is shmm in Fig. 1 .
In the follm.,;ing discussion we use the term 11 capture"
to mean the entrance of hadrons into bound atomic states.
HAbsorptiontt is reserved for the disappearance of hadrons by interaction with nuclear matter.
It has been observed that only a few kaons decay in targets in Hhich they stop. In ~e 0.02( 3 ) and in condensed matter less than 0.05( 1 ) decayed prior to nuclear absorption:
The maxLmum x-ray intensity of kaonic atoms amounts to about 0. 5 per negative kaon stopped. ( 4 ) In the absence of arguments to the contrary we ass~me that at least half of the kaons -,iere lost to nuclear absorption before cascading to sufficiently lm.,; n orbits -hrhere dipole radiation overwhelmed Auger emission.
Atoms of some parts of the periodic table (around Z = 25)
shaH intensities of about 0.1. Apparently 0. 9 kaons hrere absorbed in early stages of the cascade -presumably from states of high n and lov; angular momentum J!...
The strong Z-dependence of kaonic x-ray intensities is assumed to be the result of the atoms 1 electronic configuration. He pre .sent this note l·li th. the hope tbat it will stbnulate investigation of the Z-dependence of hadronic atom x-ray intensities and that such studies will eventually lead to a satisfactor~y description of mesonic atom formation. 
